Beekeeping with results
Exceptional hive performance monitoring
from anywhere in the world

Keep watch over your hives,
all at once, anywhere, anytime
in or out of mobile coverage
Hivemind ensures you and your bees are as productive and stress-free as
possible. By knowing your beehive status at anytime, you save on labour
and travel costs. Check on your bees when you know they need help.
Monitoring hive performance is proven to fine-tune your beekeeping
Hivemind enables you to:
Save on travel and labour costs; manage sites, staff,
and business better with actionable data
Monitor hive health
Increase visibility with partners

This results in:
Increased honey yield and improved honey purity
Improved and informed pollination
Breeding of productive queen bees
Whether a small or large commercial beekeeping business, Hivemind will benefit
beekeepers, operations management and the leadership team.

More honey, more high-grade honey
“It's just like having the hives next door; we've been
able to harvest lots of the really good high-grade
crop as a result.”
Logistics Coordinator, The True Honey Co.
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Why use Hivemind?
Improve your productivity
Because Hivemind information is available at your fingertips anywhere,
anytime, you are able to make smarter, timely decisions around your
beekeeping.
Improve the timing of your site visits
Know when your bees need help - by visiting your apiaries exactly when they need it,
you maximise yield and reduce risk to your hives and the crop.
Reduce the number of visits to site
Know when your bees need help - whether it be to top up food supplies, collect honey,
add super boxes or check on disturbances. Only travel to hive sites when there is a
reason to travel the distance.
Save on operating costs
With reduced hive visits, travel costs to hives are minimised such as staff wages,
accommodation, or fuel costs.
Spend less time note taking
Hivemind records all the information for you, simplifying your hive journal. There’s
space to add your own additional notes so that you can keep track. Write your notes on
the go or when you have time.
More free time
With remote hive management, travel is minimised and hive documentation is more
efficient, you’ll have time on your hands. Focus on what you love in life - whether it be
family time, growing your beekeeping business, enjoying the outdoors or becoming an
even better beekeeper!

Remote hive management saves time
and travel costs
"Hivemind weigh scales have enabled me to accurately
monitor hives while being 800 miles away. I'm able to take
action when it's needed."
Bill Lewis, Bill’s Bees, CA, USA
Past President, California State Beekeepers Association
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Monitor hive health
Help your bees thrive. By monitoring apiary health, you can take action
to improve your bees’ general health so they’re able to focus on building
their hive. Hives that are struggling and require intervention are quickly
identified, minimising loss of bees.
Ensure bees have a continuous nutrient
supply
Know when feed, water, or supplements
need topping up.
Quicker mitigation of diseases and other
dangers
Help understand and mitigate phenomena
such as CCD and Varroa mite.
Minimise risk of swarming
By minimising the amount of stress placed
on the colony, the risk of swarming is
minimised. Hivemind brings attention to
conditions that may increase the chance of
swarming, so the beekeeper can intervene
in time.

Fewer disturbances
Open your hives at the right time, not
when the bees don’t need it. Your bees can
be left to do their thing, letting nature be
nature.
Identify site-specific microclimates that
optimise bee health
Review the weather at apiary locations so
that hives can be placed in a position where
they are happiest.
Monitor trends year-on-year
Look at seasonal data to learn the unique
behaviour patterns of your bees given the
conditions experienced. Make decisions
that optimise bee health such as hive
placement, number of super boxes, amount
and type of supplementation etc.

Timely hive health information
improves honey yield
"Hivemind showed us that bees were starving at
one site, while bees recently moved to another
site were making healthy daily weight gains...we
will benefit from the stronger hives in the spring

Informed decision making

plus an extra super of honey."

“We will be doing more monitoring next year,

Rodney Ruge, Ruge Honey

starting early in the season. The data provides
actionable insights, and helps us make informed
decisions.”
Jim McMillan, CEO, The True Honey Co.
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Enhance partner visibility
Improve transparency among stakeholders including landowners,
crop managers, and other members in your company. With improved
communication with those that you work with, you’ll be able to work
quickly and cohesively, making decisions together based on evidence.
Collaborative decision making
If your bees are underperforming (or
exceeding expectations!), all parties can
look at the data together.

Landowner engagement
Use Hivemind to help landowners gain
understanding of the various challenges a
beekeeper has.

Operations management
Quickly adapt to weather issues
Know what conditions require interventions
and communicate to other parties quickly even ahead of time!
Simplify and review season planning
Use year on year data to understand the
season, including weather impacts on sites,
flowering start and finish, and which sites
perform best.

Retain site knowledge within your
business
Year on year site data is recorded in
Hivemind and is no longer needing to be
recalled from memory or from piecing
together information noted in a journal.

Landowners develop greater trust
“The feedback from landowners has been
extremely positive. The landowners check
this every day and feel genuinely involved
in the care of their land, and place greater
confidence in us and our use of their
precious resources.”
Jim McMillan, CEO, The True Honey Co.
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Better beekeeping
Honey production
Hivemind ensures maximum honey yield and value. Hivemind provides the
intelligence to help you be a better beekeeper. Current Hivemind users
have reported increases in honey yields averaging 20%. This is due to
better information to help with decision making around key factors:
More accurately time your onsite hive visits
Know when the honey flow starts and ends
Ensure monofloral purity
Know when to collect honey, when more super boxes are required on particular hives
Know when to shift a yard of hives if the flow's dried up
Receive alerts to know when your bees need you
For example risk of disease, pests or nutrient supplementation or water supplies need
topping up.

Higher quality liquid gold
“The greatest benefit this year has been in improving the
quality of the Manuka honey through precise timing.
We can see when the nectar ﬂow drops off, and harvest
honey before any contamination from other ﬂoral sources.”
Logistics Coordinator, The True Honey Co.
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Crop pollination
Improve and inform crop pollination. Provide more certainty around
pollination and a value-added service to stakeholders. Know the
strength of a hive - understand when the bees are ﬂying and actual
numbers of bees working on pollination.
Make mid pollination adjustments when flying is reduced. This can be due to
weather conditions, non performing hives, or poor placement resulting in delayed
or reduced flying hours.
Have definitive information on flying times if spraying is needed during the
pollination season - which is required in order to comply with regulations.
Improve the relationship with growers
Give more information to growers and
other beekeepers around the placement
of hives across a property to achieve
maximum pollination.
Increase visibility with growers - provide
growers with reports or login access to
review pollination.

Improve pollination year on year as more
site data is gathered across the season. This
information helps with decision making
around key factors such as hive placement,
season start/end and the number of hives.
Forecasting pollination success, estimating
potential fruit and nut yield becomes
possible with this body of site data.

With growers more informed about
pollination, they have a greater
understanding of pollination and can help
make pollination more successful.
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Queen bee rearing
Hivemind brings queen bee breeders detailed information to help select
the desirable traits that they would otherwise not see.
Hivemind data can be used to select the best queen bees, ultimately improving pollination
rates and honey production. Hivemind can also show when the queen is starting to lay.

Select queens proven to be more productive
''If there are significantly more bees [trips recorded] on one hive
than the other five and they ﬂy earlier [during lower temperatures],
then we can work out the correlation and breed off the queen for
those traits, and ultimately improve the hive's work efficiency and
pollination rates.''
Russel Marsh, Marsh’s Honey, Otago Daily Times article
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How Hivemind works
Hivemind is a remote monitoring system specifically designed for
beehives that enables you to track how your apiaries are performing,
remotely, regardless of where they are located.
Data is collected by specialised sensors at the hive. The sensors then transmit information
via satellite to your online hivemind.nz account, so your remote hives feel as if they are
right next door. You can login to view the data any time via PC, tablet, or smartphone.
All gear is designed for the rugged outdoor nature of beekeeping. There’s no problematic
cables and the batteries are easily replaceable and long life. Hivemind is simple to set up no technical expertise required.
Sensors at the hive
Hivemind sensors collect data including:
Hive weight

Humidity

Temperature

Rainfall

Location

Bee activity

Setting up Hivemind is easy

1.
Place the weight scales
under a hive and the
satellite hub nearby.

2.

3.

Recorded data is sent
via satellite to your
hivemind.nz account.

Login to review hive data
via an internet connected
device (phone, tablet or PC).
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The gear
SATELLITE HUB + ONLINE ACCOUNT
The Satellite Hub
Provides remote access to
your hives. It allows all your
sensors to report data to
your online account. The hub is
positioned onsite near your hives.
Your online account
Contains all your sensor data that can be
seen in graphs and automatically produced
reports. This information is partnered with
local weather information to provide a
picture of you hive status. You can log into
this account from any internet connected
device, anywhere, anytime - phone, tablet
or PC.

SENSORS
Hive weight scales
Reports the weight of your
hive every six hours and
the ambient temperature under the hives
on that site. The scales are wireless and
designed to fit underneath standalone hives
or into most pallet systems.

Hive strength monitor
Reports the in-hive humidity,
temperature and bee activity
(the number of bees entering
or leaving the hive). This provides a
picture of a hive’s health.
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Rain gauge
Provides rainfall data at your
apiary location so that you
can collect information on the
microclimate.

SERVICES
Additional services can be provided to
support setup and ongoing beekeeping
to help you get the most out of
Hivemind. Services include training and
data interpretation.
More information: hivemind.nz/products

About the makers of Hivemind
Behind Hivemind is a team passionate about using technology to support
the world around us, particularly when it comes to the environment. We
love the common-sense philosophy of letting nature be nature, which
is why Hivemind enables you to intelligently care for your hives with as
little interference as possible. It's better for humans and for bees.
We are beekeepers, technology experts, parents, lovers of the outdoors, honey
connoisseurs and business people, passionate about life - and bees play an important
part in all aspects.
Therefore, we’ve taken care to make sure Hivemind works for you. It has taken
hundreds of conversations with beekeepers worldwide to help us create Hivemind. An
innovation developed by the tech experts at Brush Technology in 2012, Hivemind is
used by beekeepers around the globe.
Proudly, Hivemind is hard at work supporting beekeepers who look after 80,000 hives
and 3.2 billion bees!
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A few of our great customers

AU: (02) 8188 2768

|

US: (619) 695 1041

NZ / Worldwide: +64 (03) 595 5224

hivemind.nz

Facebook

info@hivemind.nz

LinkedIn

